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How Do I Play The Hand? 

Playing the hand at NT: Playing the hand in a suit: 

Why did we choose to play the hand in NT?  Most likely we have 

reasonably balanced hands with the high-card strength to take the 

tricks that we contracted for.  Generally (hopefully) we have 1 or 

more stoppers in each suit that will prevent the opponents from run-

ning a bunch of tricks off the top. 

Start by counting your top tricks.  A = 1, AK = 2, etc.  AKx opposite 

QJxx is 4 tricks.  How many are you short to make your contract? 

 

Where will you find more tricks? 

• Long suits are generally a good source for additional tricks.  The 

idea is to knock out their high cards to set up your long cards. 

• You may be able to take a finesse. 

• Think about transportation between the two hands to take your 

winners once established. 

• Think about holding up, which may disrupt transportation and 

help to prevent the defense from running their long suit once 

they set it up. 

• Think about which hand is the danger hand (which might 

change at different points in the play).  Think about how to keep 

the danger hand from winning a trick. 

Why did we choose to play the hand in a suit?  Most likely  we  

have 8+ trumps, and we want to use some of them to take extra 

tricks or prevent opponents from winning their suit. 

Start by counting your losers.  Focus on the hand with longer 

trump, whether that’s your hand (usually) or dummy (maybe if you 

opened NT).  Count the small cards that aren’t covered by big cards 

in the opposite hand.  For instance, Axx opposite xxx is 2 losers; the 

A wins a trick but not the other two.  However, Axx opposite Kxx is 

only one loser.  We’ll work through some examples. 

 

How will you eliminate your losers (or enough losers to make your 

contract)? 

• Often the first possibility is to ruff losers in the hand with the 

shortest trump suit (usually the dummy).  If both hands have 

equal length trump suits, then either hand can produce an ex-

tra trick (or more) by ruffing losers.  

Once you ruff losers and draw trumps, you can follow similar strat-

egy as for NT. 

Definitions: 

• Axx: An example of a suit holding with an A and 2 small cards. 

• Finesse: Lead towards a tenace (e.g. AQ), playing low if 2nd hand plays low.  If 2nd hand has the key card (the king in this example), the 

finesse wins and gains a trick; otherwise, the finesse loses. 

• Danger hand: The opponent to keep off lead, either because that opponent can finesse you in your weak suit or because that oppo-

nent has winning tricks to cash. 

• Hold-up play: Duck the trick (choose not to win the trick) in the hope to disrupt communication between the two opponents.  

• LHO / RHO: Left-hand opponent / Right-hand opponent. 

• Ruff: Trumping a trick. 

• Stiff: Singleton 

• Stoppers: High cards in a suit that prevent the opponents from running the suit.  For example, here are examples of stoppers: An ace;  

KQ;  QJT.  Note that these just need to be combined between your hand and the dummy, as long as there are enough supporting cards.      

(So not stiff K opposite stiff Q; at least one hand has to have a small card.)  You don’t need all honors.  For instance, Kx is a stopper if 

the person in front of the king has the A OR the person behind the K leads the suit before the other person. 

Playing at NT and  playing in a suit require different strategies: 

• At NT, you will generally count your winners and develop tricks to secure your contract before losing too many tricks.   

• In a suit, you will generally count your losers and look to eliminate enough of them to make your contract.   

The ideas below aren’t absolutes, just a general approach to get you started.  In all cases, it’s important to develop a plan when LHO leads 

and dummy comes down, before you play to the first trick.   

Always, before playing to trick one, count your winners / losers and re-

view your plan. 

Additional thoughts: 

• What does the opening lead suggest?  (At NT, often length in the suit led.  Sometimes at suits, shortness.  Generally an honor suggests a 

sequence.) 

• Should you hold-up on the opening lead?  (Often important at NT if you are short in the suit led.) 

• Is it important to keep one opponent off the lead, e.g. if the opening leader is in a position to run the suit led.  If so, take finesses into 

the opposite hand. 


